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Disassembles flash bytecode into a human-readable form Can be used to edit an entire
Flash project including all timelines and events If you're looking for a decompiler, Flare
may suit your needs. However, Flare can't alter the SWF. Supports actionscript 1.0 and 2.0
Supports binaries for Macromedia Flash 8 and earlier versions Supports all ActionScript
classes, including all ActionScript 3 classes Supports source code in C, C++, C#, JAVA
and PHP Flasm QuickStart: Flasm is based on Flash's bytecode, which is a language that is
embedded into the SWF file. Flash's bytecode is generated from the ActionScript code.
Flasm uses this bytecode to disassemble ActionScript code. Make a project with
FlashBuilder and FlashDevelop, and produce a binary in the same way as Macromedia
Flash 8 or earlier. Open the binary in Flasm. Flasm will now provide the human-readable
representation of the entire project. If you want to see the original source code, navigate to
the Timeline, choose the Timeline Settings tab and click the History button. In the History
window, you can browse the Timeline. This is all for the Flash file produced by Flash
Builder or FlashDevelop. If you want to see the timeline for another project, it's easy to
test out. Just browse the Timeline Settings tab for the timeline you want and click the
History button. Version 0.4.9: Changed to use the CCSS (Core 4) version of the bytecode.
Added support for Flash Builder 4.0 Added support for Flash Development 5 Added
command line parameters. Fixed an issue with the statistics window. Command Line
Syntax: Flasm [-b] [-c] [-d|-e|-i|-l] [-m] [-o] [-t|-T] [-v|-V] [-x] [-z]
[-m|-m0|-n|-c|-d|-e|-i|-l|-m|-o|-t|-T|-v|-V] [-h|-help] [-q] [--] [ActionScript file] Options: -b
Write only the bytecode, not the source code.
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-P: set compression to ZIP, (default is GZIP) -C: set bytecode validation, see -V for more
info, -d: decompile bytecodes from the memory in the specified swf -u: decompile
bytecodes from the loaded SWF file -x: decompile bytecodes from the local filesystem,
(swf file from the path) -w: decompile all the swfs in the current project -c: read a
different set of default compilers, you can specify an.xsd file -j: specify a keymap file to
be used instead of the default one -i: specify a swf file to be used instead of the current file
-a: specify a swf file for the input swf, (if the input swf is not specified the current file is
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used) -m: specifies a macrofile, (which is a binary format that contains macrodefinitions
and macrodata) -o: specify an output SWF filename -r: specify the base directory of the
output directory, -h: show help -v: show version info. .dfunc This command shows the type
of the function used as return value for given function name. The command is pretty
smart, it is able to handle multiple argument types. The list of the supported functions is
build in when the command is run. -h: show help -?: show this help -v: show version -a:
show all functions available .dfunc is part of a utility called.funk, which is a simple AWK
like file processing language. It can be used to filter huge amount of log files or filter large
text files, extracting the lines you need. This is an example of how you could filter the logs
of a Tomcat server, by checking if the server started or not. #!/usr/bin/env python # # $Id$
# import sys from functools import partial def filterfunc(func): def
func_wrapper(filename, line, func_name): try: return func(func_name, filename, line)
except: return 77a5ca646e
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Flasm is a free command line assembler/disassembler of Flash ActionScript bytecode. It
lets you make changes to any SWF. Flasm fully supports SWFs produced by Macromedia
Flash 8 and earlier Flash versions. Flasm was designed to disassemble your entire SWF
including all the timelines and events. Looking at disassembly, you learn how the Flash
compiler works, which improves your ActionScript skills. You can also do some
optimizations on the disassembled code by hand or adjust the code as you wish. Flasm then
applies your changes to the original SWF, replacing original actions. It's also possible to
embed Flasm actions in your ActionScript, making optimizing of large projects more
comfortable. Features: * Just enough SWF changes to get started. No dependencies or
setup required. * Full support for the Flash 8 and earlier SWFs produced by Flash
authoring tool. * Integrated debugger with special Flash code highlighting. * Interactive,
high-level scripting language supported, with debugger. * Flasm is written in Python. *
Rebuilds the SWF after changing any of the bytecode. * Supports command line switches.
* Clear, simple interface. * Uses open source Flasm library, the same library used in
commercial products like Bare Bones and Avira ( * Supports the 2.0 and 3.0 ActionScript
compilers. * Flasm actions are embedded in ActionScript code. * Flasm actions can be run
during compilation (when you specify -"add-actions"). * Flasm actions can be easily
embedded in any Flash file with SWFObject or PureMVC (AS3). * Combines Flasm
actions with preprocessor tags to improve code analysis. * Supports both 'Source' and
'Class' modes in the debugger. * Copies version information from SWF file to output
SWF. * Finds references to functions or classes and shows them in the debugger. *
Minimizes debug overhead and doesn't require a FlashPlayer. * Detailed code coverage
information. * Strict garbage collection. * Compile time code folding. * Generates
optimized SWF files. * Compile time optimisation and generation. * Supports SWF
library version 2.0. * Direct bytecode editing, with debugger. * Compiles multiple SWF
files at once. * Supports user
What's New in the?

Flasm is a free command line assembler/disassembler of Flash ActionScript bytecode. It
lets you make changes to any SWF. Flasm fully supports SWFs produced by Macromedia
Flash 8 and earlier Flash versions. Flasm was designed to disassemble your entire SWF
including all the timelines and events. Looking at disassembly, you learn how the Flash
compiler works, which improves your ActionScript skills. You can also do some
optimizations on the disassembled code by hand or adjust the code as you wish. Flasm then
applies your changes to the original SWF, replacing original actions. It's also possible to
embed Flasm actions in your ActionScript, making optimizing of large projects more
comfortable. Flasm is not a decompiler. What you get is the human readable
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representation of SWF bytecodes, not ActionScript source. If you're looking for a
decompiler, Flare may suit your needs. However, Flare can't alter the SWF. Advantages of
Flasm: No need for a running copy of Flash to be available Full support for Macromedia
Flash 8 and earlier Flash versions Extremely fast, blazing speed Compact, customizable
code representation, so complex analysis is still possible SWF and source code is fully
disassembled No Flash IDE required Human readable bytecode Modifications are applied
to the original SWF Embedded actions and graphic action clips are supported NOTE: This
project is mainly based on the open source code of Flasm 3.1 and for Adobe's Flash Player
11.4 (Flash Player 11.4 was released on December 13, 2012) Requirements: • Developer
machine with Java installed • Java VM: Sun Microsystems Inc. Java Virtual Machine is the
software that runs programs compiled to the Java programming language. • FLASHplayer
11.4 or later • Macromedia Flash SDK 9, Flash SDK version 9 is not supported Flasm
Install: 1. To obtain FLASHplayer 11.4 or later, you can download Flash player from
Adobe You should be careful about what Flasm version you choose. If you choose the
latest version, it can run faster than if you choose an older version. 2. On your developer
machine, install Java by choosing your platform (i.e. i386 or ppc), unzipping the archive,
and moving the jar and the java.exe files to /usr/bin, /usr/local/bin or the default bin
directory of your system. 3. Make sure that FLASHplayer 11.4 or later is also installed.
You can find out if you have FLASHplayer 11.4 or later by right-clicking the "Help" icon
and choosing "About Flash Player." 4. On the developer machine, check that the Java
version is between 1.
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System Requirements:

Windows: Minimum: OS: Windows 8 Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Memory: 2
GB RAM Hard Disk: 40 GB available space Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics card with
Shader Model 4.0 support Additional Notes: A 64-bit version of Windows 7, Windows
Server 2008, or Windows Server 2008 R2 is recommended to take advantage of all this
game’s features. Memory
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